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DOES THE WAVE PRINCIPLE SUBSUME
ALL VALID TECHNICAL �CHART PATTERNS�?

(Part 1)

This paper addresses the question of whether the Wave Principle is a set of market patterns separate
from those asserted in other forms of �technical� chart analysis. If the Wave Principle is a separate set of
patterns, then we are challenged to show which set or subset is correct, if either. If multiple sets of proposed
market patterns exist, then the probability increases that they are all simply human constructs imposed upon
random, chaotic or otherwise indefinite price movements in markets. Proponents of the Wave Principle
assert that it is the primary market pattern. If so, then all other proposed market patterns either must be
spurious or must fall within the structure of the Wave Principle. Are there any valid technical chart patterns
distinct from the Wave Principle?

The traditional areas of technical analysis that depend upon market patterns are Dow Theory, chart
patterns and cycles. We will review each of these areas one by one.

Dow Theory
William Peter Hamilton, editor of The Wall Street Journal from 1902 to 1929, developed a list of tenets

from the observations of market behavior published by the newspaper�s founder, Charles H. Dow. He
published a summary of these tenets in The Stock Market Barometer (1922). Investment analyst Robert
Rhea refined those observations in The Dow Theory (1932).

Elliott read Rhea�s book, so we may presume that some of the observations within Dow Theory led him
to investigate market patterns of this type in the first place. When he saw error or superfluity, however, he
said so and crafted his description of market behavior according to what he saw and what he thought
mattered. As Collins put it, �Dow painted with a broad brush, and Elliott in detail.�1 As Frost and Prechter
said, �The Wave Principle validates much of Dow Theory, but of course the Dow Theory does not validate
the Wave Principle,�2 as the latter is a much more comprehensive and detailed description of market behavior
and does not require two averages for analysis. There are six tenets of Dow Theory that matter for our
purposes.3 Those tenets and the pertinent observations with respect to the Dow Theory�s tenets and how
they fit � or fail to fit �into the Wave Principle are as follows:

(1) There are three sizes of market movement: �the day-to-day movement,� called the �daily
trend;� swings that last from �one month to three months,� called the �secondary movement;�
and �broad market movements [that] may continue for years and are seldom shorter than a year
at least,� called the �primary movement.�4

Dow Theorists� observation of three sizes of trend constitutes a limited portion of Elliott�s observation
that the market�s total movement comprises multiple degrees, or relative sizes, of trend. Dow Theory�s
primary, secondary and daily trends are rough expressions of Elliott�s more specifically delineated Primary,
Intermediate and Minor degrees. (See Figure 1 and Table 1.) Dow made his observations during a period
when �bull markets� lasted only about two years on average, not decades, so the idea of even larger degrees
apparently did not occur to him.
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(2) Counter-trend swings lasting one to three months within a primary movement are called
�secondary reactions.�
Dow Theorists� observation that secondary reactions punctuate the primary trend is a quantitatively

limited version of Elliott�s observation that corrective waves punctuate motive waves at all degrees of trend,
per Figure 2.

Wave Principle
Grand Supercycle
Supercycle
Cycle Dow Theory
Primary Primary
Intermediate Secondary
Minor Daily
Minute
Minuette
Subminuette

Table 1

Figure 1

Figure 2
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(3) A �line� is a period of narrow price action following a persistent trend. When prices move
beyond the boundaries of a line, they tend to move significantly further in the same direction.
A �line� in Dow Theory is simply an elongated �sideways� correction under the Wave Principle, i.e., a

�double three� or �triple three,� per Figures 3 and 4, from Elliott Wave Principle (1978). The text makes this
observation:

Corrective processes come in two styles. Sharp corrections angle steeply against the larger trend.
Sideways corrections, while always producing a net retracement of the preceding wave, typically contain a
movement that carries back to or beyond its starting level, thus producing an overall sideways appearance.5

Under the Wave Principle, a sideways correction always precedes a resumption of the previous up or down
trend, while under Dow Theory, a line apparently may occur at a trend reversal. See the later discussion
under �Rectangle� and Figure 14d for an accounting of a similar event and its accomodation under the Wave
Principle.

(4) Both the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the Dow Jones Transportation Average must
�confirm� an ongoing primary bull or bear market by jointly making new highs or lows in each
secondary movement that is in the direction of the primary movement. Otherwise, the primary
trend is likely to reverse direction.
As Elliott said, �The Wave Principle does not require confirmation by two averages. Each average,

group, stock or any human activity is interpreted by its own waves.�6 This statement does not challenge Dow
Theory�s observations about the confirmation or non-confirmation of its two averages, but it does say that
dual-average confirmation or non-confirmation is not fundamental to market patterns. Every stock market
top, for example, does not display a non-confirmation between the Industrials and the Transports, as Dow
Theorists were disappointed to discover during the 1940s and 1950s. Nevertheless, as Frost and Prechter
noted, �third waves,� which are mid-trend waves, �are strong and broad,� and �virtually all stocks participate
in third waves.� In contrast, �fifth waves,� which are ending waves, are �less dynamic than third waves in
terms of breadth.�7 Speaking directly to the question at hand,
they add, �When corrective and ending waves are in progress,
divergences, or non-confirmations, are likely.�8 This is a broad
statement that includes divergences in �momentum indicators�
� which measure breadth, the speed of price change and other
trend factors � and non-confirmations between or among the
indexes of market prices under observation. Therefore, Dow
Theory�s observation about confirmations and non-confirmations
of two specific averages are subsumed under the Wave Principle
and relegated to its proper position as a guideline but not a rule
of market action.

(5) �There are three phases of a bull period.� They are
psychological and reflect �reviving confidence in the
future of business,� �the response of stock prices to
the known improvement in corporation earnings� and
�a period when stocks are advanced on hopes and
expectations.�9

Figure 4Figure 3

Figure 5
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Dow�s �three phases of a bull period� are equivalent to
the three motive waves within a larger motive wave under
the Wave Principle, per Figure 5. Their psychological aspects
are essentially identical, as described in Elliott Wave
Principle (pp.76-79). Specifically, in advancing third waves
(Dow�s second phase), �increasingly favorable fundamentals
enter the picture as confidence returns,�10 and in advancing
fifth waves (Dow�s third phase), �optimism runs extremely
high.�11

(6) �There are three principal phases of a bear
market.� They are �the abandonment of hopes�
typical of the third bull phase, �selling due to
decreased business and earnings� and �distress
selling of sound securities, regardless of value.�12

The Wave Principle challenges Dow�s claim that there
are �three principal phases of a bear market.� While it has no
quarrel with Dow Theory�s description of the psychological

Figure 6

Figure 7
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changes that investors undergo, the Wave Principle describes only two essential declining waves � A and C
� within corrections. Some corrections, specifically triple zigzags, triple threes and triangles, sport three or
more downward waves, but the simpler forms do not. (See Elliott Wave Principle, pages 40-53, for a
complete list of corrective forms.) Dow�s �third phase� is simply a description of investors� apparent motivation
during the latter portion of a corrective wave, per the notes on Figure 6. Dow Theory�s second phase is an
erroneous justification (per Endnote 3), but more important for our immediate discussion, it is inadequate for
delineating any such purported middle phase of a bear market. Business conditions virtually always continue
to deteriorate further during Dow�s �distress� phase of a bear market and in fact beyond, so there is no
actual delineation between a second and third phase with respect to that presumed motivating factor. As you
can see in Figure 7, recessions and depressions have always continued right through and past the end of bear
markets, with the one weird exception of 2001-2002. Observe further in Figure 7 that in two cases (1937-
1942 and 1959-1962) a recession occurred during wave A, not wave C, counter to the presumption of Dow
Theory.

The Wave Principle, then, subsumes five of the six listed tenets of Dow Theory and challenges the
remaining one. Dow Theorists� comments on trading volume are similar to Elliott�s, and their comments on
double tops and bottoms are similar to those of Edwards and Magee (see next section). These are not tenets
of Dow Theory so much as adjunct observations of market behavior. Thus, the Dow Theory offers no
challenge to Elliotticians� claim that the Wave Principle is the primary market pattern.

Chart Patterns
The acknowledged �bible� of traditional chart interpretation is Technical Analysis of Stock Trends

(1948) by Robert Edwards and MIT alumnus John Magee. The book has sold continuously since it was
published and is currently in its eighth edition. The discussion here utilizes the fifth edition (1966).

Edwards and Magee collected others� observations about chart patterns and added their own, producing
a comprehensive list of forms against which we may compare related aspects of the Wave Principle. It may
not be necessary that we undergo this exercise, as these authors observed and displayed these patterns
exclusively in charts of individual stocks, not in the averages where the Wave Principle is deemed best to
apply. Nevertheless, because many chartists use the same forms for general market interpretation and since
the Wave Principle has some applicability to individual stocks,13 this exercise is important in order to determine
if there are any valid market patterns outside the forms of the Wave Principle.

We will now examine each chart pattern that Edwards and Magee described and determine whether it
falls within the net of Elliott�s observations. To simplify this presentation, we will limit our prose and let the
graphs speak for themselves to the extent possible.

Head and Shoulders Top
Figure 8a shows Edwards and Magee�s depiction of a head and shoulders top, and Figure 8b is Figure 7-

4 from Elliott Wave Principle. In a normal wave development, wave five of 3 and wave 4 form the �left
shoulder� of the pattern, wave 5 and wave A form the �head,� and wave B and wave one of C form the
�right shoulder.� Wave two of C creates the return to the neckline that is typical of the pattern.
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Figure 8b

Figure 8a
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Figure 9a

Head and Shoulders Bottom
A head and shoulders bottom is formed nearly the same way. Within wave C, wave five of 3 and wave

4 form the left shoulder, wave 5 of C and wave 1 form the head, and wave 2 and wave one of 3 form the right
shoulder. Figures 9a and 9b show the same result from a different set of waves in which waves five of A and
wave B form the left shoulder, wave C and wave 1 form the head, and wave 2 and part of wave one of 3
form the right shoulder.

Rounding Bottom
Edwards and Magee list both �rounding bottoms� and �rounding tops,� but they give no illustrations of

real-life rounding tops, probably because they don�t exist apart from the creative wielder of a pencil. The
authors do show several examples of rounding bottoms, for example the one shown in Figure 10a. As
revealed in Figure 10b, however, this purported form is simply an artifact of using arithmetic scale for major
movements in price. In other words, these apparent patterns are spurious.

Figure 9b
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Figure 10a

Figure 10b

Symmetrical Triangle
The Wave Principle covers the chartist�s �symmetrical triangle.�14 As you can see in Figures 11a and

11b, Edwards and Magee�s example is a perfect rendition of Elliott�s description, right down to the five
subwaves.

Edwards and Magee claim, �Prices may move out of a Symmetrical Triangle either up or down. There
is seldom if ever...any clue as to the direction....�15 Elliott�s form is more specifically defined, and its position
in the market structure and therefore its implications are more definite.
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Figure 11a

Figure 11b

Elliott observed that triangles occur only as or within corrections, per the labeling in Figure 11c, where
one appears as a wave 4 correction. Edwards and Magee saw triangles at bottoms and tops as well, but as
you can see in Figure 11d,16 such apparent triangles may be seen as epiphenomena attending normal Elliott
wave development at market tops and bottoms. As Elliott himself stated, �All waves in a triangle must be part
of a movement in one direction [i.e., a single correction]; otherwise the �triangle� is only a coincidence.�17
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Figure 11c

Figure 11d

The rest of this report will appear in later editions of The Elliott Wave Theorist.
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NOTES
1 Charles J. Collins, in the foreword to Frost and Prechter�s Elliott Wave Principle, p.13.
2 Frost, Alfred John, and Robert R. Prechter, Jr. (1978). Elliott Wave Principle � Key to Market Behavior.

Gainesville, GA: New Classics Library, p.176.
3 There are two important tenets of Dow Theory that do not pertain to market patterns per se but do pertain to

theory attending the Wave Principle�s patterns. The Wave Principle and socionomics challenge both of these
assertions, namely: (1) �The averages discount everything [and] afford a composite index of all the hopes,
disappointments, and knowledge of everyone who knows anything of financial matters, and for that reason the effects
of coming events (excluding acts of God) are always properly anticipated in their movement.�(Rhea, p.12) and (2)
�Manipulation is possible in the day to day movement of the averages, and the secondary reactions are subject to such
an influence to a more limited degree, but the primary trend can never be manipulated.�(Rhea, p.16) The reader will find
a thorough discussion and refutation of the first idea in pages 379-384 of Pioneering Studies in Socionomics (2003)
and a challenge to the idea of any consequential manipulation of the averages in pages 365-370 of The Wave Principle
of Human Social Behavior.

4 Rhea, Robert. (1932). The Dow Theory. New York: Barron�s Press, p.33, quoting William Peter Hamilton.
5 Frost and Prechter, p.41.
6 Elliott, Ralph Nelson. (1938). The Wave Principle. Republished: (1980/1994). R.N. Elliott�s Masterworks � The

Definitive Collection. Prechter, Jr., Robert R. (Ed.). Gainesville, GA: New Classics Library, p.91.
7 Frost and Prechter, p.78.
8 Ibid., p.175.
9 Rhea, Robert. (1932). The Dow Theory. New York: Barron�s Press, p.13.
10 The Dow Theory�s explanation for the cause of the middle phase of a bull or bear market is utterly different from

the Wave Principle�s. Socionomics, a theory developed around the Wave Principle, postulates that stock averages
never �respond� to changes in corporate earnings. Rather, they reflect the fluctuations in social mood that motivate
those very changes.

11 Frost and Prechter, p.78.
12 Rhea, p.13
13 See Frost and Prechter, p.161-165.
14 Elliott used the same term a decade before Edwards and Magee�s book was published, but the term may have

been in use prior to that time.
15 Edwards, Robert D. and John Magee. (1966, 5th ed.). Technical Analysis of Stock Trends. Springfield, MA:

John Magee, p. 92.
16 To keep these illustrations simple for non-Elliotticians, the wave labels in Figure 11d reflect a simplistic analysis

of a pattern that in fact is probably in the early stages of a long advance, beginning (1)-(2), 1-2, 6-7, (i)-(ii).
17 Elliott, Ralph Nelson. (1939). The Financial World articles. Republished: (1980/1994). R.N. Elliott�s Masterworks

� The Definitive Collection. Prechter, Jr., Robert R. (Ed.). Gainesville, GA: New Classics Library, p. 175.

* * * * *
Stock Market Update:
Fibonacci Section and the Month of August Should Mark the End of the Topping Process

It�s been 8 months since the NASDAQ 100 made its daily closing high for the bear market rally and 5
months since the Dow topped out. The S&P, Value Line Arithmetic, Russell 2000 and the NASDAQ
Composite topped on August 2-3. This trio of peaks forms a Fibonacci section, as you can see in Figure A.
The topping process in 2000 was almost identical. The peak in the NYSE Composite on September 11 of that
year was 8 months after the January top in the Dow and 5 months after the test of the high in April, as shown
in Figure B.

Figure C updates our chart of tops in August (± a few days) since the August 1982 bottom. It appears
that 2005 will have yet another August top. The good news for the bears is that this year, as in 2000, the
August top is weak, with the Dow having given up the ghost five months ago. As in 1987 and 2000 (not to
mention 1929 when the top day was September 3), the month of August is presenting the last chance to sell.
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 The sectors helping the S&P hold
up longer than the Dow were technology
and oil, the latter sector being a classic
focus of late-stage strength. During this
time, overall optimism remained pinned
to the ceiling. From here on out, optimism
should be on the wane, so strength in
isolated sectors should be inadequate to
hold the overall averages up. The bias
in the Dow since December 2003 has
been sideways. That�s right; the Dow
today is at the same level it was 20
months ago. From here on out, the bias
should be down.

Silver, by the way, has built a 5-
month shelf of support at $7. It should
fall sharply through that level soon.
When it does, it will be announcing an
approaching economic contraction, a
renewal of the depression that began in
2001.

Figure A Figure B

THE ELLIOTT WAVE THEORIST is published by Elliott Wave International, Inc. Mailing address: P.O. Box
1618, Gainesville, Georgia 30503, U.S.A. Phone: 770-536-0309. All contents copyright ©2005 Elliott
Wave International, Inc. Reproduction, retransmission or redistribution in any form is illegal and strictly
forbidden, as is continuous and regular dissemination of specific forecasts or strategies. Otherwise, feel free
to quote, cite or review if full credit is given.

Figure C
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DOES THE WAVE PRINCIPLE SUBSUME
ALL VALID TECHNICAL �CHART PATTERNS�?

(Part II, continued from the August 2005 EWT)

Ascending Triangle
The chartists� and Elliott�s ascending triangles are nearly identical in general form and implication, per

Figure 12a. Edwards and Magee affirm, as did Elliott, that �they give advance notice of their intentions�18 for
subsequent price movement. The main difference between the two ideas is that triangles under the Wave
Principle always occur as or within corrections such as in Figure 11c, while chartists also see them in places
that Elliotticians would view as epiphenomena attending normal Elliott wave development. Figure 12b is an
illustration from Edwards and Magee showing a purported Ascending Triangle between dashed lines. I have
added wave labels to show that this apparent form has nothing to do with an ascending triangle under the
Wave Principle, either in form (it has only three subwaves) or position.

Figure 12a

Figure 12b

This issue was posted 5 p.m., October 13, 2005.
Avoid mail delay: get The Elliott Wave Theorist instantly on-line; call customer service at 800-336-1618.

For
market

comment,
see p. 9
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NOTES
18 Edwards, Robert D. and John Magee. (1966, 5th ed.). Technical Analysis of Stock Trends. Springfield,

MA: John Magee, p.102.
19 Frost, Alfred John, and Robert R.Prechter, Jr. (1978). Elliott Wave Principle � Key to Market

Behavior. Gainesville, GA: New Classics Library, p.51.
20 Edwards and Magee, p.141.
21 Ibid., p.128.
22 Ibid., p.153.
23 Ibid., p.155.
24 Ibid., p.169.

Descending Triangle
Comments under �Ascending Triangle� pertain equally to Descending Triangles. See Figures 13a and 13b.

Broadening Formation
Edwards and Magee�s �broadening formation� is a general description of Elliott�s more specifically

defined �expanding triangle.� Elliott�s triangle, as depicted in Figure 14a, �always occurs in a position prior to
the final actionary wave in a pattern,�19 i.e., just before a top or bottom. Edwards and Magee observe the
same thing about the broadening formation, which �develops most frequently in the later and more �excited�
stages of a Primary Bull Market.�20 Figure 14b shows a close-up of a real-life example of Elliott�s expanding
triangle. Figure 14c shows its position in the larger pattern, showing that it occurred in exactly the position that
Edwards and Magee (and Elliott) described. Figure 14d shows one of Edwards and Magee�s examples of a
�broadening formation.� Elliott wave labels are added to show that again it occurs in the position that Elliott
and Edwards and Magee described. See Figure 5-5 in Elliott Wave Principle for another real-life example.

Figure 13a

Figure 13b
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Figure 14a

Figure 14c

Figure 14b
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Figure 14d

Figure 15a

Figure 15b

Rectangle
The chartist�s rectangle is Elliott�s

�sideways� correction, per Figures 15a
and 15b. Chartists also see rectangles
at tops and bottoms, but again these may
be deemed a spurious pattern imposed
upon normal wave development. An
example is the apparent rectangle from
February through September of 1976
shown in Figure 15c, which is properly
depicted in Figure 14b as part of an
expanding triangle.
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Double and Triple Tops and Bottoms
According to the chartist, these are four distinct patterns. According to an Elliottician, these are not

distinct patterns at all but the occasional result of certain quantitative relationships among two or more waves
near the termination of a larger wave. Supporting that conclusion are Edwards and Magee�s own words,
�True Double Top and Bottoms are exceedingly rare; Triple forms are even rarer.�21 In the unusual
circumstances when wave 5, C or A is relatively short and/or wave 2 or B is relatively long, the market has
the appearance of a double or triple top or bottom. Figure 16a shows Elliott wave labels imposed upon
Edwards and Magee�s example of a double bottom. Figure 16b does the same thing (the solid line has been
added to delineate a triangle) with their example of a triple top, which is rather strained given that the peaks
actually occur at three different levels.

Figure 15c

Figure 16a
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Figure 17a

Figure 16b

Diamond
Like the rectangle, �the

Diamond is not a common
pattern.�22 Elliotticians once
again would explain this fact by
saying that the diamond, which
typically occurs near market
tops, is an epiphenomenon
attending occasional times
when ending waves are
clustered. Figure 17a is a graph
from Edwards and Magee
showing a diamond. The Elliott
wave labels superimposed upon
it are crystal clear. A mid-trend
diamond, such as Edwards and
Magee see in at least one
instance, is simply a complex
corrective wave such as
illustrated in Figure 17b, from
Elliott Wave Principle.
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Figure 17b

Figure 18b

Figure 18a

Falling or Rising Wedge
A wedge is a formation in

which �the price fluctuations are
confined within converging straight
(or practically straight) lines, but
differing from a Triangle in that both
boundary lines either slope up or
slope down.�23 This general
description is part of Elliott�s more
specific description of a �diagonal
triangle.� Figure 18a shows Elliott�s
depiction of a diagonal triangle.
Figure 18b shows Edwards and
Magee�s example of a wedge at the
end of a trend. I have added Elliott
wave labels to show that Elliott�s
depiction accounts for this example.
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Figure 18c

Figure 19

Pennant
The appearance of a

wedge intra-trend, which
Edwards and Magee call a
pennant, may simply outline
the shape of a single, double
or triple zigzag under the
Wave Principle. Figure 18c is
from Edwards and Magee,
with Elliott wave labels added
to reveal a triple zigzag.

Flag
A flag �looks like a flag on

the chart.... It might be
described as a small, compact
parallelogram of price
fluctuations....�24 This is
another example of a general
form that may be imposed upon
Elliott�s more specific forms.
Figure 19 is a chart from
Edwards and Magee, with
labels added to show how well
it depicts an Elliott wave. The
�flag� is simply two boundary
lines around a zigzag and waves
1-2, i-ii of the next advance.
Most examples from Edwards
and Magee are single, double or
triple zigzags.

Part III, the final section, will appear in an upcoming issue of The Elliott Wave Theorist.
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MARKET COMMENT

Have a Nice Day
The stock market is behaving nicely. Expect brief, sharp rallies along the way, but don�t mistake the

major trend. It�s a bear market.
In the September 13 Interim Report, the final word I wrote was �crash,� the same word that ends my

book title, Conquer the Crash. I do not use that word lightly. The elements are still there: (1) unprecedented
� by miles � optimism, both in extremity and duration, despite the major averages being below their all-time
highs for five years; (2) excellent Fibonacci price and time relationships, as graphed in the March 18, June 13
(Dow) and August 18 (S&P) issues of The Elliott Wave Theorist; (3) completed wave forms for the 2003-
2005 rally, as shown in the July 15 issue; (4) a reversal in the previously strong utilities and secondary indexes,
which are now leading the market down; and (5) a recent expansion in downside breadth. It�s a recipe with
no missing ingredients.

In the midst of this situation, we read an article today on �Super bulls,� �a slew of strategists� who
expect �a historic breakout� and have �set [their] sights on 40,000� in the Dow. Some economists, meanwhile,
are arguing that Hurricane Katrina will engender an economic boom because its aftermath will spur lots of
building and spending. Along with Frederic Bastiat (Google �broken window fallacy� if you don�t know of
him), we are not persuaded that disasters make good economic forecasting tools, much less bullish ones, but
we can do one better: We predict a hurricane, a financial and economic storm that will dwarf all others in
modern history, for which we have over 300 years� worth of data. The optimists� �Dow 40,000� forecast, in
my view, is off by at least one zero. If history allows the Dow to fulfill its normal Elliott wave destiny, it will
ultimately prove to be off by two zeros. (For the full round-trip forecast that Frost and I graphed in our super-
bullish 1978 book, see Figure 8-3 in Elliott Wave Principle.)

First waves under the Wave Principle are surprises, but third waves are waves of recognition. Wave
1 down in 2000-2003 surprised investors, fulfilling its role. Wave 2 in the Dow ended in March, and wave
3 is beginning to gather steam. This should be the �recognition� wave in which investors realize that their old
belief in a perpetual boom was wrong. One hardly needs an imagination to see what the focal points of this
recognition will be. The financial and economic worlds have been falling apart while the market has held up.
Manufacturing is collapsing in the United States. American companies no longer sport AAA debt, and many
of their bonds are rated junk. Government, corporate and personal debt loads have gone past outrageously
high levels to insane, absurd levels. (Few know this, but New Orleans had borrowed short term just before
the hurricane simply in order to keep its schools open a few more weeks. Its government officials are lucky,
as others won�t have a hurricane upon which to blame their bankruptcies.) The federal government has
rapidly spent itself into deep hock. That event is not a surprise to us, even though �conservatives� run the
government, because we predicted that the projected federal surplus under Clinton would peak along with the
stock market. Here�s the quote from the August 1997 issue of EWT:

News of the incredible shrinking deficit and the budget agreement have delivered an economic sentiment
that borders on universal elation. As one newscaster put it, �For the first time since man walked on the
moon, America is going to have a balanced budget.� This is no more of a cause for celebration than it was
then, in 1969, when stocks began their worst slide in over 30 years...It puts the U.S. on the same road to
fiscal conservatism that it traversed in 1835. In that year, the U.S. came within $35,000 of eliminating the
federal debt altogether. It is as close as it has ever been. That year also brought Grand Supercycle I to a
close. The ensuing 78% drop in the stock market covered 7 years and produced back-to-back depressions.

The budget reversal was dramatic. Since the major averages reached their all-time highs in 2000, politicians�
continuing promises � not to mention their actual spending � in the areas of retirement benefits, health
benefits, the Drug War, the Iraq War, the War on Terror and rebuilding New Orleans for $200 billion (as if
an army could build anything resembling a city!) have gone past fantasy into some other realm.
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on futures in Futures Junctures Service; and monthly commentary on all the world�s major markets in Global Market Perspective. Rates vary by market and
frequency. For information, call us at 770-536-0309 or (within the U.S.) 800-336-1618. Or better yet, visit our website for special deals at www.elliottwave.com.

For institutions, we also deliver intraday coverage of all major interest rate, stock, cash and commodities markets around the world. If your financial institution
would benefit from this coverage, call us at 770-534-6680 or (within the U.S.) 800-472-9283. Or visit our institutional website at www.elliottwave.net.

The Elliott Wave Principle is a detailed description of how markets behave. The description reveals that mass investor psychology swings from pessimism to optimism
and back in a natural sequence, creating specific patterns in price movement. Each pattern has implications regarding the position of the market within its overall
progression, past, present and future. The purpose of this publication and its associated services is to outline the progress of markets in terms of the Elliott Wave Principle
and to educate interested parties in the successful application of the Elliott Wave Principle. While a reasonable course of conduct regarding investments may be
formulated from such application, at no time will specific security recommendations or customized actionable advice be given, and at no time may a reader or caller be
justified in inferring that any such advice is intended. Readers must be advised that while the information herein is expressed in good faith, it is not guaranteed. Be advised
that the market service that never makes mistakes does not exist. Long-term success in the market demands recognition of the fact that error and uncertainty are part of any
effort to assess future probabilities.

*  *  *  *  *
Speaking Engagements

Please come and see me at one of the following venues:
(1) The Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA), Montreal Chapter, annual conference, October

15, 2005, at the Marriott Chateau Champlain (514-878-9000). Register at CSTA.org. There is no charge for
admission.

(2) State University of New York, Plattsburgh, NY, November 3, 2005, 7-9 p.m., Yokum Hall. Email
GordonG@socionomics.net if you plan to attend. There is no charge for admission.

(3) Kenos Oil Circle seminar, an international forum on the prospects for oil prices, November 23, 2005, at
the Vienna Boerse Building in Vienna, Austria. Email castiwien@cs.com if you wish to attend. Cost is �950.

(4) Golden Gate University, San Francisco, CA, December 14, 2005, 4:30-6:45, Room 2203. Email
GordonG@socionomics.net if you plan to attend. There is no charge for admission.

The final outlet for manic psychology has been real estate, and if preliminary figures are accurate, prices
have already begun to fall in America�s major cities. Banks are leveraged so greatly that the slightest
retrenchment in property prices will precipitate an unprecedented downward spiral of evictions and property
sales, and then will come the bank failures. The market is beginning to understand this risk because the
Banking Index of 1000 American banks is already under the April low, leading the market down. The current
�disconnect� between the stock market�s financial valuation of corporate shares and their economic worth is
staggering. The Dow is still floating above 10,000, and economists are complacent. Meanwhile, we fully
expect to see bankruptcies, bond defaults, the evaporation of pensions, unemployment, bank failures, economic
collapse and depression. Some still wonder, when will they come? But the trend is already underway. The
U.S. is in fact already bankrupt and poverty-stricken; these facts just haven�t yet become a matter of record.
When they do, the public�s anger and dismay will be tremendous because its current expectation of business
as usual is the complete opposite of the reality that�s coming.

There is no point in reviewing all the technical evidence for a bear market; we have detailed that case all
year. It�s up to the market now. Short sellers are poised to reap the rewards of a unique opportunity; never
has a recorded stock market had so far down to fall. Never have so many other markets � commodities,
metals, corporate and municipal bonds � been poised to fall with it. We have also explained the social unrest
that accompanies bear markets. I hope you have gotten all your affairs in order per the recommendations in
CTC. If you have, you will suffer no losses or upset at all.



DOES THE WAVE PRINCIPLE SUBSUME
ALL VALID TECHNICAL “CHART PATTERNS”?

(Part III)

Measured Move
Waves have moderately reliable quantitative relationships. One of them is that in impulses, wave 3 is

almost always longer than wave 1. Another is that in zigzags, waves A and C tend to be about equal in terms
of price extent. These two observations are echoed in these words from Edwards and Magee about forecasting
the extent of a move following a flag or pennant:

In applying the measuring rule, go back to the beginning of that immediately preceding move...and
measure from there to the Minor reversal level at which the Flag or Pennant started to form. Then measure
the same distance from the point where prices break out of the Flag or Pennant, and in the same direction.
The level thus arrived at is the minimum expectation of this type of Consolidation pattern. As a matter of
fact, advances from Flags or Pennants in an up trend generally go farther (in terms of points or dollars) than
the preceding move, while declines may not carry quite so far.25

Figure 20
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The fact that “advances...in an up trend generally go farther than the preceding move” is perfectly
compatible with Elliott’s observations that third waves in impulses are typically longer than first waves. Once
the flag or pennant for wave 2 is complete, the next move is typically longer. The fact that “declines may not
carry quite so far” is perfectly compatible with Elliott’s observation that in corrections, the two downward
waves are about equal. Once wave B is complete, wave C is typically much shorter than a third wave would
be. Figure 20, “A Realistic Elliott Wave,” is reprinted from The Wave Principle of Human Social Behavior.
Observe that the first “flag” delineated, wave B, precedes a wave C decline, which is the same length as
wave A, a moderate move. The second “flag” delineated, wave 2, precedes a wave 3 advance, which is
longer than wave 1. Elliott’s detailed observations encompass Edwards and Magee’s more general ones.

Scallops
Edwards and Magee

claim, “When a stock
...emerges from a long-time
bottom...it will often make
a long Major advance in a
series of ‘saucers.’”26 As
with the “rounding bottom,”
this development is simply
an artifact of arithmetic
scaling when prices
emerge from a low level.
There is no reason to believe
that this supposed pattern is
other than spurious. Figure
21a shows an example of
Edwards and Magee’s
“scallops.” Figure 21b re-
graphs the same data on log
scale, in which the rounded
forms disappear.27

Figure 21a

Figure 21b
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Gaps
Edwards and Magee describe (1) “common” or “area,” (2) “breakaway,” (3) “continuation” or “runaway”

and (4) “exhaustion” gaps. The first three types are all accounted for, and more accurately described, under
a single observation under the Wave Principle:

“High volume and volatility (gaps) are recognized characteristics of ‘breakouts,’ which generally
accompany third waves….”28

“...the third wave of a third wave, and so on, will be the most volatile point of strength in any wave
sequence. Such points invariably produce...’continuation’ gaps....”29

Edwards and Magee’s examples of area and breakaway gaps all occur at the “third of the third” wave,
i.e., roughly in the middle of a trend. Figure 22 is one of Edwards and Magee’s examples of a breakaway gap,
with labels added to show its appearance precisely at the “third wave of a third wave” position. An area gap
occurs within sideways corrections precisely where Frost and Prechter indicate, in wave 3 of A or C within
them.30 A continuation gap is the same event but within a powerful impulse wave whose center marks the
middle of the third wave at multiple degrees of trend, thus explaining Edwards and Magee’s comment, “The
runaway gap...occur in the course of rapid, straight-line advances or declines.”31 From the standpoint of the
Wave Principle, then, these three types of gaps are all manifestations of the same phenomenon but within
different types of waves and different sums of third-wave degrees.

Chartists and Elliotticians agree on the position of exhaustion gaps. Edward and Magee say succinctly,
“the exhaustion gap comes at the end.”32 Elliott Wave Principle shows in a “real-life example” that a gap
sometimes occurs near the peak of the final near-term subdivision of a diagonal-triangle fifth wave, indicating
“dramatic reversal ahead.”33 (See Figure 23.) The authors’ description of a “throw-over,” or penetration of

Figure 22
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the outer line of a trend channel at the very end of an impulse,
implies a gap in that position:

If volume is heavy as the fifth wave approaches its
upper trendline, it indicates a possible penetration of the upper
line, which Elliott called a “throw-over.” Near the point of
throw-over, a fourth wave of small degree may trend
sideways immediately below the parallel, allowing the fifth
then to break it in a final burst of volume. ...A throw-over
can also occur, with the same characteristics, in a declining
market.34

Edwards and Magee’s depictions of “islands,” which are
market tops or bottoms with a gap on both sides of a period of
price congestion, show that each gap occurs in the third wave
of a near term impulse, the first in wave three of 5 of the old
trend, and the second in wave three of 1 of the new trend.35

We may conclude, then, that the observations of chartists
regarding gaps are compatible with what the Wave Principle
more specifically describes.

Trend Channel
The Wave Principle not only agrees with chartists that trend channels occur but also corrects an error

that results from chartists’ crude application of the idea. As described in the text,
Elliott noted that a parallel trend channel typically marks the upper and lower boundaries of an impulse

wave. [C]onnect the ends of waves two and four. If waves one and three are normal, the upper parallel
most accurately forecasts the end of wave five when drawn touching the peak of wave three.36

A key observation here is that channels delineate impulse waves, which are five-wave sequences
following certain rules, as described in the text.37 Chartists draw channels regardless of wave patterns.
Figure 24a shows Elliott’s depiction of an impulse within a channel. Both Elliott and Edwards & Magee
recognize the channel that contains the 1932-1937 bull market in the Dow, as shown in Figure 24b, from

Figure 24a Figure 24b

Figure 23
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Elliott’s Financial World articles of 1939.38,39 But Edwards and Magee also observe channels at times
when relying on them as providing price boundaries would prove harmful. Figure 24c, from Edwards and
Magee, depicts a channel from which prices eventually collapsed. The Wave Principle does not recognize a
channel in this situation because these prices do not trace out a completed impulse. As Frost and Prechter
explain, “In an impulse, wave 4 does not enter the territory (i.e., ‘overlap’) wave 1.”40 I have left Edwards
and Magee’s dashed channel lines on the chart but added the proper Elliott wave labeling to show that no
impulse was ending in late August. Anyone buying at the presumed support line of that improper channel
would have lost a lot of money fast. Once again, the Wave Principle not only subsumes the observation from
chartists but does so more accurately and exclusively.

Three Peaks and a Domed House
Technical analyst George Lindsay published a stock-market newsletter from 1951 to 1975. In 1968, he

postulated a pattern he called “three peaks and a domed house,” which is illustrated in Figure 25a.41 The
pattern has proved useful enough that some technicians have continued to apply it, often with success. The
pattern comprises a series of 10 points in a “sideways” trend, 13 points in an uptrend and then 5 points that
bring prices below point #10.

Lindsay asserted that the “3 peaks” portion should last 6 to 10 months and the “domed house” portion 7
1/3 months, although most analysts today focus on the shape of the pattern regardless of the time element.
Either way, the Wave Principle easily subsumes Lindsay’s observation. Others have seen the connection, for
example, analyst Barry Ritholtz comments as follows:

Lindsay’s three peaks and a domed house looks like a 4th wave triangle and a 5-wave impulse in Elliott
wave analysis. A triangle for the 4th wave is usually the last correction in an advance, and the 5 waves up
from the 4th wave low is, then, a peak of the advance.42

In a 2000 paper, Barclay Leib made compatible comments in this regard:
After a sharp reverse from the point 10 low, first there is a small requisite double test of that low. This

transpires during the period labeled points 12 and 14 (which in traditional Elliott wave analysis terms would
typically be labeled wave ii of 5). After point 14, the market shoots higher into point 15. Lindsay labeled this
advance the “Wall of the First Story.” Elliott would undoubtedly have called it a wave iii of 5. The “Roof of
the First Story” follows, and typically takes the form of a flat or expanding zigzag with at least 5 reversals

Figure 24c
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(down into point 16, up to 17, down to 18, up to 19, and down to 20). After the fifth reversal is achieved
at point 20, the main uptrend is resumed into what Lindsay referred to as the “Wall of the Second Story.”
In Elliott terms, the diagonal triangle43 would of course be labeled a iv of wave 5, and the “Wall of the
Second Story” would be the beginning of the final v of 5 advance.44

Figure 25b labels waves closely reflecting Ritholtz’s and Leib’s prose. The message from “Three Peaks
and a Domed House” and that from the Wave Principle are identical at each stage.

Other Chart Patterns
There are other purported patterns of market behavior, with names such as “catapult,” “cup-and-handle”

and “inverted bat-wing formation.” One has to stop somewhere. I hope that the preceding review puts the
burden of proof upon others to show that an observed chart form falls outside the Wave Principle.

Figure 25b

Figure 25a
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Which Is a Better Description of Market Behavior?
In most cases described above, patterns under the Wave Principle are more specifically delineated than

those of the chartists, so the descriptions are rarely identical. For example, a triangle under chart analysis is
any sideways price action between two converging lines, and a wedge is any progressing price action between
two converging lines. Under the Wave Principle, each of these forms must comprise five waves,45 no more
and no less. Similarly, a trend channel under the chartists’ approach can encompass any price action, while a
trend channel under the Wave Principle is valid only if it derives from a line touching the ending points of
waves two and four of an impulse or the starting points of waves A and C in a zigzag. Regarding the
difference between these two sets of description, Frost and Prechter expressed this opinion in Elliott Wave
Principle:

Despite this compatibility, after years of working with the Wave Principle we find that applying
classical technical analysis to stock market averages gives us the feeling that we are restricting ourselves to
the use of stone tools in an age of modern technology.46

This difference leads to a question, namely, which analytical description is more accurate? Do triangles,
wedges and channels occur in all kinds of places (per the chartists) or only specific ones (per the Wave
Principle)? Either chartists’ patterns subsume some of the Wave Principle’s forms, and the Wave Principle
is incorrect in its relative specificity, or the Wave Principle subsumes the chartists’ forms, and chartists are
incorrect in their relative generality.

Three relevant observations tilt the balance decisively in favor of the Wave Principle’s descriptive
primacy. First, the Wave Principle is a far more thorough description of market behavior than are chart
patterns. Chart patterns describe a few forms, while the Wave Principle attempts to account for all market
movement. Such a description is more likely to subsume chartists’ forms than vice versa. This fact leads to
another question, which is whether the Wave Principle’s more encompassing description is valid. Perhaps,
one might venture, chartists’ patterns are all that exist, and the Wave Principle’s greater scope is an invalid
construct. A second observation answers this question to the extent possible. A study of 70 years of Elliotticians’
predictions47 supports the validity of the Wave Principle by showing that its practitioners have produced an
exceptional level of predictive success. We are aware of no similar study relating to the success of chartists.
Finally, Elliotticians provide evidence that the chartists’ less precise approach can lead to prediction errors
that analysis under the Wave Principle would avoid, per the preceding discussion under “Trend Channel.”
Therefore, until a better conclusion comes along, it appears that the best way to summarize the difference is
to say that both R.N. Elliott and Edwards and Magee recognized real patterns, but Elliott was more meticulous
in his observation of them and in his description of the contexts in which each pattern appears. Thus, the
Wave Principle more properly subsumes chart patterns, not vice versa.

Chart Patterns Attending Special Plotting Methods
There are various rules for interpreting “point and figure” plots, an approach to charting that uses no

time axis, and “candlestick” plots, which incorporate trading volume in each expression of a market’s daily
price range. As plotting methods depart from those used to express only price in a temporal context, the task
of relating purported patterns to the Wave Principle becomes more complex and perhaps inapplicable.
Nevertheless, as for candlestick charting, Chapter 16 of Steve Nison’s Japanese Candlestick Charting
Techniques (2001, Prentice Hall) discusses “Candlesticks with Elliott Wave,” and Chapter 11 of Stephen
Bigalow’s Profitable Candlestick Trading (2002, Wiley) is titled, “Using Candlesticks to Improve Elliott
Wave Analysis,” so apparently this method of charting is compatible with the Wave Principle. It is even
possible, as one of these authors claims, that studying candlesticks could enhance our knowledge of the
Wave Principle, as might empirics from any new perspective. The research underlying the Wave Principle is
undoubtedly incomplete and may turn out to be only a small part of what remains to be discovered.
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NOTES
25 Edwards, Robert D. and John Magee. (1966, 5th ed.). Technical Analysis of Stock Trends. Springfield, MA: John Magee,

p.177.
26 Ibid., p.184.
27 Generally speaking, curved lines in the stock market are in the eye of the beholder. Straight lines appear naturally when

delineating waves.
28 Frost and Prechter, p.187.
29 Ibid., p.78.
30 For examples, see the gaps in the month of May in Figure 122 of Edwards and Magee, p.193.
31 Edwards and Magee, p.198.
32 Ibid., p.202.
33 Frost and Prechter, p.39.
34 Ibid., p.71.
35 For an example, see Edwards and Magee, Figure 133 on p.208.
36 Frost and Prechter, pp. 69-71.
37 Ibid., pp. 30-35.
38 Elliott, Ralph Nelson. (1939). The Financial World articles. Republished: (1980/1994). R.N. Elliott’s Masterworks — The

Definitive Collection. Prechter, Jr., Robert R. (Ed.). Gainesville, GA: New Classics Library., p.168.

The Tautological Question
One might ask whether the Wave Principle is so encompassing that it subsumes every possible chart

pattern, thus making the conclusion in this study a tautology, i.e., the Wave Principle subsumes all patterns
because it is all patterns. Perhaps the best reply to this potential objection is the discussion in Elliott Wave
Principle, under the heading “Erroneous Concepts and Patterns,” which shows why it is necessary to
discard one of R. N. Elliott’s own claims to a pattern he called an “A-B base.” Prechter and Frost explain,
“In fact it cannot exist,” because “such a pattern, if it existed, would have the effect of invalidating the Wave
Principle.”48 In other words, the Wave Principle has a special integrity and is not an infinite catalog of forms.
The authors further explain why Elliott’s description of a “half moon” is an epiphenomenon, like many
chartists’ patterns, and why his observations regarding “irregular tops,” “irregular type 2 corrections” and
“double retracements” are “erroneous concepts.” They conclude in their first chapter, “Under the Wave
Principle, no other formations than those listed here will occur.”49

Cycles
Numerous books assert that stock prices reveal or react to cycles of fixed periodicities. These ideas

include fixed-time cycles, seasonal patterns, the “Decennial Pattern,” the presidential cycle, astro-economics
and all other assertions that markets adhere to patterns based upon regular time periodicity. The Wave
Principle does not (currently) recognize any cyclic patterns. Therefore, what appear to be cycles are either
(1) epiphenomena of the Wave Principle, (2) the result of undiscovered forces within the Wave Principle or
(3) the result of forces additional to the Wave Principle. No one has done the research to make this
determination.50

Conclusions
As a result of this study, we may conclude as follows:
(1) The Wave Principle subsumes all valid tenets of Dow Theory.
(2) The Wave Principle subsumes all valid technical chart patterns.
(3) The only pattern approach to market analysis that the Wave Principle does not subsume (at least at

the current time) is cyclic analysis.

Editor’s note: If any reader is aware of a valid visual pattern of financial price behavior that is not subsumed
by the Wave Principle, please let me know.
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39 See Edwards and Magee’s version in Figure 179 on p.268.
40 Frost and Prechter, p.30.
41 Investors Intelligence (New Rochelle, NY) offers several of George Lindsay’s essays.
42 Ritholtz, Barry, L. (2003, October 24). “Three Peaks and a Domed House?” The Big Picture, http://bigpicture.typepad.com/

comments/2003/10/3_peaks_and_dom.html.
43 He means corrective form, not diagonal triangle.
44 Leib, Barclay T. (2004, January 14). “Three Peaks and a Domed House – Revisited,” Sand Spring Advisors, http://

www.sandspring.com/index.html.
45 One of these waves may itself be a triangle.
46 Frost and Prechter, p.187.
47 Prechter, Jr. Robert R. (2004, December 10 and 2005, January 14). “A Track Record of WP Application to the Stock

Market.” The Elliott Wave Theorist.
48 Frost and Prechter, p.60 for all these quotes.
49 Ibid.
50 While open to competing theories, The Elliott Wave Theorist (July 16, 2004) offered this view: “Cycles are not waves; they

are probably transient epiphenomena of the Wave Principle.” Prechter has also commented that the occasional appearance of cycles
within the Elliott wave structure of the stock market may be analogous to the perfect ellipses and circles that sometimes appear in
plots of fractals such as the Mandelbrot set.

Overview of the Markets
In the fourth quarter, GDP recorded just a one percent growth rate, the slowest in three years. Real

estate has reversed (see article below). Home equity loans have plummeted from record highs to nearly zero.
The dollar is back in an uptrend. Commodities are mixed at best, and the precious metals finally appear to
have begun a significant decline. These are signs—not guarantees yet, but strong signs—of the impending
acceleration of the financial and economic downturn that started in 2000.

In the stock market, Primary wave 2 has continued its topping process. The Dow has risen above it’s
January peak, which places it at a higher level than the 11,000 I allowed for two years ago. While this is cause
for some concern the NASDAQ is lagging seriously. As of this writing, the NASDAQ 100 is 90 points below
its January high of 1774 (basis futures). All the while, market psychology remains pinned at peak optimism.
When this bearish momentum situation resolves, the averages should turn down together. Near term action is
important, and the March Elliott Wave Financial Forecast will update the picture.

Housing Slowdown Squeezes Borrowers
Foreclosure cases hit 12-year high

The number of foreclosure notices filed against Massachusetts homeowners last year reached their highest level
since the housing bust of the early 1990s, as homeowners fell behind on their mortgages and lenders began the
process of taking back the properties.

Homeowners who stretched their finances to the limit to buy a home found it more difficult to make their
payments on variable-rate mortgages as interest rates rose, but they were less able to refinance their loans at more
attractive rates — or sell and pay off their debts — because the value of their homes fell or remained flat.

Last year, there were almost 11,500 foreclosure filings in Massachusetts Land Court, where most notices are
filed by banks and mortgage companies against the homeowners, according to ForeclosuresMass Corp., which
compiles and tracks filings. That is a 32 percent increase from 2004, pushing the number of filings on record to its
highest level since 1993, when a once-booming housing market was in a tailspin.

“There’s an epidemic of foreclosures,” said Boston lawyer Gary Klein, who represents borrowers in lawsuits
against lenders. “We’re getting a steady stream of referrals of people who are looking for any option to save their
home.”

The biggest spikes last year occurred in Essex County, north of Boston (up 48 percent), Barnstable County on
Cape Cod (47 percent), Suffolk County (45 percent), and Bristol County (44 percent). ‘’People can’t pay their
mortgage,” said Juan Ortega, a real estate agent in Lawrence in Essex County. ‘’They’re up to the top. They bought
very high, and now they can’t make the mortgages.”

In the Boston area, house prices are so high, Klein said, that mortgages consume a growing share of monthly
take-home pay. ‘’It used to be, if you lost a job you’d be at risk of losing the house,” he said. ‘’Now, if you lose
overtime, many families are so close to the brink, and that can create problems.”
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By Kimberly Blanton, Boston Globe, January 30, 2006 [excerpt]

Our Call: Ben Bernanke Will Be the Herbert Hoover of the Fed
In the past two days, Ben Bernanke made his freshman address to Congress. Although it was not a

particularly dramatic event, there is drama in the background. We are on the cusp of a great transition to
monetary and economic contraction. No matter what the Fed does, Ben Bernanke will be blamed for the
debacle. His belief that aggregate credit supply levels are determined mechanically rather than socionomically
will be sorely tested during his tenure.

Be There: International Oil Conference on March 16-17
Make reservations now to attend this unique event. I will be joining a diverse lineup of top-level

speakers—including the acting Secretary-General of OPEC—at the Kenos Circle Oil Conference, an
international forum on the prospects for oil prices, March 16-17, 2006, in Vienna, Austria. The theme of the
conference is, “Will Oil Prices Rise Beyond $100 per Barrel during the Next Five Years?” My 90-minute
presentation is scheduled for Thursday, March 16, at 1 p.m., which includes a Q&A session. The cost is only
€750 (about $890), plus you get to enjoy beautiful Vienna! Visit www.elliottwave.com/wave/oil for full
information and registration instructions. If you don’t have access to a computer, you may phone +43-1-319-
00-5734 (dial 011 first from the U.S.). Mention “EWI” upon registration to get a free coupon worth $100
toward your next purchase of books at elliottwave.com (coupons will be distributed at the conference). I look
forward to meeting you in person at this intimate conference.

THE ELLIOTT WAVE THEORIST is published by Elliott Wave International, Inc. Mailing address: P.O. Box
1618, Gainesville, Georgia 30503, U.S.A. Phone: 770-536-0309. All contents copyright ©2006 Elliott
Wave International, Inc. Reproduction, retransmission or redistribution in any form is illegal and strictly
forbidden, as is continuous and regular dissemination of specific forecasts or strategies. Otherwise, feel free
to quote, cite or review if full credit is given.
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The Elliott Wave Principle is a detailed description of how markets behave. The description reveals that mass investor psychology swings from pessimism to optimism
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A rash of foreclosures can drive down property values in a neighborhood, as lending institutions that do not
want to hold onto the houses drop the prices to sell them quickly.

Jeremy Shapiro, president of ForeclosuresMass, predicted filings would rise again this year, because many
homeowners with adjustable-rate mortgages will see their monthly payments begin to rise along with interest rates.
“As we get into ’06, ’07, ’08 and beyond, we’re going to see more folks whose rates adjust,” he said. When notice
is filed, it typically takes a mortgage lender three to four months to complete the foreclosure process and seize the
property.
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